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Peet Flagstone – Chance to Win a Block of Land (valued at up to $227,000) Promotion Terms & Conditions  

("Terms and Conditions") 

 

Schedule 

Promotion:  Peet Flagstone – Chance to Win a Block of Land (valued at up to $227,000) Promotion 

Promoter:  Peet Flagstone City Pty Ltd ACN 151 187 594 / ABN 17 151 187 594 of Level 3, 167 Eagle Street, Brisbane, QLD 
4000, Australia.  

Promotional 
Period: 

Start date: 21/10/2023 at 01:00 pm AEST 
End date: 29/10/2023 at 05:00 pm AEST, or once 5,000 entries are received (“Entry Cap") (whichever is first to 
occur). 

Entry 
Periods: 

Entry Period Date  Opening Time Close Time 

Entry Period 1 21st October 2023 1.00pm AEST 5.00pm AEST 

Entry Period 2 27th October 2023 8.00am AEST 5.00pm AEST 

Entry Period 3 28th October 2023 7.00am AEST 5.00pm AEST 

Entry Period 4 29th October 2023 7.00am AEST 5.00pm AEST 
 

Eligible 
entrants:  

Entry is only open to Australian (excluding SA and ACT) citizens and permanent residents who are 18 years and 
over and who are not prohibited by any law to accept the Major Prize ("Entrant").  

How to 
Enter: 

To be eligible for the Promotion, the Entrant must complete the following steps during an Entry Period, subject 
to the Entry Cap: 
a) attend at least one the following events:  

a. the 2023 'SuperCARnival' event at Flagstone Parklands, Flagstonian Drive, Flagstone QLD 4280, 
Australia during Entry Period 1; or 

b. the ‘2023 Boost Mobile Gold Coast 500’ event at Surfers Paradise Street Circuit, Surfers Paradise 
QLD 4217, Australia during at least one of Entry Period 2, Entry Period 3 or Entry Period 4, 
(“Events”); 

b) receive one of 5,000 original ‘SuperCARnival Car Stickers’ which will be randomly distributed at the Events 
by Peet Promotional Staff Members (with 1,250 randomly distributed at the Events during each Entry 
Period);  

c) stick the original ‘SuperCARnival Car Sticker’ in a Cell on the Peet Flagstone Branded Grid Wall at the Peet 
Flagstone Stand located at the Events. For each Entry Period, the Peet Flagstone Branded Grid Wall will 
have 1,250 eligible Cells to place the original ‘SuperCARnival Car Sticker’, with each Cell numbered 1 to 
1,250. NB: This Cell selected by the Entrant will be the Entrant’s Cell Selection for the Prize Game (if the 
Entrant is selected as the Draw Winner) for the chance to win a block of land at Flagstone (valued at up to 
$227,000). The same Cell may be selected by multiple Entrants; and 

d) complete and submit the Promotion Entry Form (on an iPad provided by the Peet Promotional Staff 
Member at the Peet Flagstone Stand at the Events) with the personal details as requested (including their 
first name, last name, email address and mobile phone number), what Cell the entrant placed their original 
'SuperCARnival Car Sticker' on the Peet Flagstone Branded Grid Wall and tick to confirm their entry and 
selection, acceptance of these Terms and Conditions and (optional) opt-in to receive marketing from the 
Promoter and/or its related bodies corporate, 

 
(“Eligibility Criteria”). 
 
All eligible Entries received during the Promotional Period (and subject to the Entry Cap) will be entered into 
the Draw.  
 
Maximum 5,000 individual Entries will be permitted during the entire Promotional Period. 

Entries 
permitted: 

Limit one (1) Entry permitted per person (de-duped by name, email address and mobile phone number). By 
completing the entry method, the Entrant will receive one (1) Entry.  

Total Prize 
Pool:  

From AUD $5,000.00 up to AUD $234,694.32. 

 

Prize Description Number of this 
Prize 

Winning Method 
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1 x prize to be won – Major Prize OR Consolation Prize (pending outcome 
of the Prize Game). 
 
Major Prize: Ownership of a vacant block of residential land being 
proposed lot 1336 in Stage 3D in ‘Flagstone’, Cnr Homestead and Wild 
Mint Drive, Flagstone, QLD, 4280, being more particularly described as 
proposed Lot 1336 on SP339534, with title reference to issue (“Lot") 
(valued up to $227,000.00 as at 14 September 2023) in an 'as is' 
condition, subject to the terms of the Contract and legislative 
requirements, plus payment of the transfer duty payable on the transfer 
of the Lot, estimated at $6,370.00 based on the value of the Lot being 
$227,000.00 and the Prize Winner not claiming a concession, plus the 
Prize Winner's own legal fees for the legal transfer of ownership of the 
Lot to the Prize Winner with a legal practitioner of their choosing (capped 
at $1,100.00 including GST) and registration fees payable on the transfer 
of the Lot, estimated at $224.32 ("Major Prize"). 
 
The Lot is approximately 327m²*. 
 
Registration and settlement of the Lot is anticipated in October 2023, as 
may be extended under the terms of the Contract.  
 
*subject to change in accordance with the terms of the Contract. 
 
OR 
 
Consolation Prize: AUD $5,000 cash (paid via EFT to the Prize Winner 
within 14 business days once bank details are provided) ("Consolation 
Prize"). 
 
For the sake of clarity, only the Major Prize or Consolation Prize will be 
awarded and not both. 

1 Draw: 31/10/2023 at 
12:00 pm AEDT and 
Prize Game: 
03/11/2023 at 
12:00pm AEDT 

 

Draw 
Details: 

a) The Promoter will conduct a random draw from the valid Entry Forms submitted, at the office of Hive 
Marketing Group located at Suite 222, 117 Old Pittwater Road, Brookvale NSW 2100, Australia at 12:00 pm 
AEDT on 31/10/2023 (“Draw”). 

b) The Draw will be conducted before the Prize Game.  
c) The Entrant of the first valid Entry drawn (“Draw Winner”) will have the opportunity to participate in the 

Prize Game for the chance to win the Major Prize. 
d) The Draw conductor may draw additional reserve entries in case an invalid Entry or Entrant is drawn. 
e) If a Draw is scheduled on the weekend or a public holiday, the Draw will be conducted at the same time 

and location on the following business day. The Promoter will ensure each Draw is open for public scrutiny 
and anyone may witness the Draw on request.  

f) The Draw is a game of chance. Each Entrant who has satisfied the Eligibility Criteria has an equal chance of 
winning the Draw.  

g) Only one Entrant will win the Draw.  
h) The Draw Winner may be required to verify their eligibility before proceeding to the Prize Game.  

Prize Game: Prior to the start of the Promotional Period, an independent Loss Adjustor will randomly select a Cell and seal 
this Cell number into 3 separate Tamper Proof Envelopes. The Loss Adjustor will retain one of the 3 sealed 
Tamper Proof Envelopes containing the Cell number selected by the Loss Adjustor to be stored securely by the 
Loss Adjustor until after the Prize Game. The second and third sealed Tamper Proof Envelopes containing the 
Cell number selected by the Loss Adjustor will be sent by the Loss Adjustor to the Promoter and Hive 
Marketing Group (one Tamper Proof Envelope each) by 2 November 2023 to be stored securely by them until 
after the Prize Game.  
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The Draw Winner will be contacted after the Draw and asked to attend the Prize Game via teleconference / 
online conference platform (e.g. Zoom), or nominate a proxy to attend on their behalf.  
 
During the Prize Game, the Draw Winner or their proxy, as applicable (“Participant”) will be notified of the 
Draw Winner’s original Entry including the Draw Winner’s Cell Selection.  
 
The pre-sealed Tamper Proof Envelope held by the Loss Adjustor (which has been unopened and untampered) 
will then be opened by the Loss Adjustor to reveal the Loss Adjustor’s Cell Selection. To verify the Loss 
Adjustor's Cell Selection, the Promoter and Hive Marketing Group will each provide their unopened and 
untampered Tamper Proof Envelopes provided to them by the Loss Adjustor which will be opened by the Loss 
Adjustor to verify the outcome of the Prize Game.  
 
If the Loss Adjustor’s Cell Selection (as verified above) matches the Draw Winner’s Cell Selection on their Entry 
Form – then the Draw Winner will win the Major Prize. 
 
If the Loss Adjustor’s Cell Selection (as verified above) DOES NOT match the Draw Winner’s Cell Selection on 
their Entry Form – then the Draw Winner will NOT win the Major Prize but will instead win the Consolation 
Prize ($5,000.00). 
 
If at any stage, the Loss Adjustor reasonably believes that any of the 3 sealed Tamper Proof Envelopes 
containing the Cell number selected by the Loss Adjustor have been opened or tampered with, they may, at 
their discretion, declare the Promotion null and void. If at any stage, the Loss Adjustor reasonably believes any 
of these terms and conditions have been breached, they may, at their discretion, declare the Promotion null 
and void.  
 
For the sake of clarity, the proxy will not receive any Prize. 
 
The odds of the Draw Winner winning the Major Prize is 1 in 1,250. The odds of the Draw Winner winning the 
Consolation Prize is 1,249 in 1,250. 
 
Only one Entrant will win a Prize. 

Prize Game 
Time & 
Location: 

3 November 2023 – 12.00pm AEST, online conference platform (e.g. Zoom/teleconference).  

Winner 
notification: 

The Draw Winner will be contacted by phone and email within two (2) business days after the Draw. The Draw 
Winner will be published at https://www.peet.com.au/communities/brisbane-and-qld/flagstone/news-and-
events/news on 10/11/2023. 
 
The Draw Winner will be required to confirm their ability to participate in the Prize Game in writing to the 
Promoter; or if they cannot attend, they must nominate in writing to the Promoter a proxy to attend on their 
behalf. Response must be received by the time specified by the Promoter. If the Draw Winner fails to do so or 
is unavailable to participate in the Prize Game or nominate a proxy to participate in the Prize Game on their 
behalf (within the time required by the Promoter), they will forfeit their right to any Prize. The next reserve 
Entry drawn in the Draw will be deemed the Draw Winner and will then be contacted and the same process 
will follow until an Entrant who is a Draw Winner successfully claims the Prize Game opportunity. For the sake 
of clarity, the Draw Winner Cell selection still stands in the case that a proxy attends the Prize Game on the 
Draw Winner’s behalf. 

Unclaimed 
Prizes: 

The Prize must be claimed by 5:00 pm AEDT on 04/12/2023. In the event of an unclaimed Prize from the Prize 
Game, the Prize will be redrawn for the next eligible Draw Winner on 07/12/2023 at 12:00 pm AEDT at the 
office of Hive Marketing Group located at Suite 222, 117 Old Pittwater Road, Brookvale NSW 2100, Australia. 
The next eligible Draw Winner will not be in attendance at the redraw of the Prize Draw. The Loss Adjustor’s 
Cell Selection from the original Prize Draw will stand and apply to all re-draws of the Prize Draw. The redrawn 
Prize Winner must claim the Prize within one month after the Prize Draw. The process will continue for the 
Prize until a winner of the Prize Draw claims the Prize. The winner of the redraw of the Prize Draw will be 
notified by phone and email within two (2) business days after the redraw of the Prize Draw. The details of the 
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winner of the Prize Draw will be published at https://www.peet.com.au/communities/brisbane-and-
qld/flagstone/news-and-events/news on 11/12/2023 or if there has been a re-draw of the Prize Draw, within 
10 days after the Prize has been redrawn.  

 

Terms and Conditions 

1. The Entrant agrees and acknowledges that they have read these Terms and Conditions (including the Schedule) and that 

entry into the Promotion is deemed to be acceptance of these Terms and Conditions (including the Schedule). Any 

capitalised terms used in these Terms and Conditions have the meaning given in the Schedule or clause 45, unless stated 

otherwise. 

2. It is an Entrant's responsibility to ensure that they are eligible under all applicable laws (including any overseas law) to accept 

the Prize should they win the Prize Draw.  

3. The Promotion commences on the Start Date and ends on the End Date ("Promotional Period"). Entries are deemed to be 

received at the time of receipt by the Promoter and not at the time of transmission or deposit by the Entrant. Records of the 

Promoter and its agencies are final and conclusive as to the time of receipt. 

4. A potential Entrant will not be able to participate in the Promotion if the Entry Cap has been reached. Entry into the 

Promotion is a first come, first entered basis.  

5. Valid and eligible Entries will be accepted during the Promotional Period. 

6. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for late, lost, incomplete, incorrectly submitted, delayed, illegible, corrupted or 

misdirected Entries, claims or correspondence whether due to error, omission, alteration, tampering, deletion, theft, 

destruction, transmission interruption, communications failure or otherwise. The Promotor is not liable for any 

consequences of user error including (without limitation) costs incurred.  

7. Employees (and their immediate family members) of agencies/companies directly associated with the conduct of this 

Promotion, the Promoter, businesses involved in determination of winner/s for the Promotion, businesses involved in the 

management of the Promotion, any unauthorized benefiting from the Promotion, the Promoter’s distributors, suppliers, 

subsidiary companies/businesses and associated companies and agencies are not eligible to enter the Promotion. 

“Immediate family member” means any of the following: spouse, ex-spouse, de-facto spouse, child or step-child (whether 

natural or by adoption), parent, step-parent, grandparent, step-grandparent, uncle, aunt, niece, nephew, brother, sister, 

step-brother, step-sister or first cousin. 

8. All reasonable attempts will be made to contact each winner. 

9. If any Prize Winner chooses not to take their Prize (or is unable to) or does not take or claim a Prize by the time specified by 

the Promoter, or is unavailable, they forfeit the Prize and the Promoter is not obliged to substitute the Prize. 

10. An Entrant who has been drawn as the winning Entrant in a Draw or Prize Draw is not eligible to win the Promotion through 

any subsequent redrawing of the Draw or Prize Draw. 

11. The value of the Prize is accurate and based upon the retail value of the Prize (inclusive of GST) as at 14 September 2023. The 

Promoter accepts no responsibility for any variation in the value of the Prize after that date and the Prize Winner has no 

claim against the Promoter in this respect. 

12. No part of a Prize is exchangeable, redeemable for cash (unless the Prize is cash) or any other prize or transferable, unless 

otherwise specified in writing by the Promoter. 

13. In relation to the Consolation Prize, the Prize Winner is responsible for its own costs (including bank charges and fees) 

relating to the receipt of the Consolation Prize by the Prize Winner (including any fluctuations in the rate of exchange 

occurring between the date of the Prize Draw and delivery of the Consolation Prize if not paid to an Australian banking 

institution account). 

14. If a Prize (or portion of a Prize) is unavailable, the Promoter reserves the right to substitute the Prize (or that portion of the 

Prize) to a prize of equal or greater value and specification, subject to any written directions of a regulatory authority. 

15. Entrants acknowledge that the Major Prize may be encumbered by easements and restrictive covenants and has ongoing 

development covenants and restrictions that may affect the use of the Major Prize and its future use and development. 

Entrants agree to accept such easements, restrictive covenants and development covenants and restrictions as specified in 

the Contract or entitled to affect the Major Prize under the terms of the Contract. 
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16. No entry fee is charged by the Promoter to enter the Promotion.  

17. The Prize will be awarded to the person named in the Entry Form and any entry that is made on behalf of an Entrant or by a 

third party will be invalid. If there is a dispute as to the identity of an Entrant or winner, the Promoter reserves the right, in 

its sole discretion, to determine the identity of the Entrant or winner. 

18. The Draw Winner and Prize Winner may be requested by the Promotor to participate in promotional photographs and for 

the photographs and result of the Draw and Prize Draw to be published on the Promotor’s website and/or Facebook page. 

19. The Promoter’s Privacy Officer can be contacted on (08) 9420 1111 or by email: privacy@peet.com.au. 

20. The Promoter will collect personal information about the Entrant so that it can administer dealings with the Entrant, provide 

the Entrant with services and deal with any requests the Entrant may have. If the Promoter does not collect the Entrant’s 

personal information, it may be unable to deal with the Entrant’s request or provide the Entrant with services and benefits. 

21. Entrants acknowledge that the Promoter may disclose the Entrant’s personal information to third parties, such as its related 

companies, representatives, contractors, agents and to the State and Territory lottery departments as required under the 

relevant lottery legislation in order to provide the benefit of this Promotion to the Entrant. The Promoter is unlikely to 

disclose the Entrant’s personal information to persons outside of Australia.    

22. The Promoter’s Privacy Policy sets out its approach to the management of personal information and is available at 

https://www.peet.com.au/privacy-policy. Subject to the Privacy Act 1998 (Cth), the Entrant can have access to and seek 

correction of their personal information. The Privacy Policy contains information about how the Entrant can do this and also 

contains information about how the Entrant can make a complaint about a breach of privacy. 

23. The personal and other information that Entrants provide will be used by the Promoter for the purpose of conducting the 

Promotion and, if the Entrant has opted into receive such information on the Entry Form, to periodically keep Entrants 

informed about the goods and services provided by the Promoter, related entities and its service providers.  By entering this 

Promotion, Entrants consent to the use of their contact details for the purposes described in this clause. However, you may 

opt out of receiving marketing information at any time by using the contact details provided above. For more information, 

see the Promoter’s Privacy Policy. 

24. For the purposes of public statements and advertisements, the Promoter may only publish the Prize Winner’s surname, 

initial and State/Territory or postcode of residence. 

25. The Promoter reserves the right to refuse to allow a Prize Winner to take part in any or all aspects of the Prize, if the 

Promoter determines in their absolute discretion, that a Prize Winner is not in the physical or mental condition necessary to 

be able to safely participate in or accept the Prize. It is a condition of accepting the Prize that the Prize Winner may be 

required to sign a legal release as determined by the Promoter in its absolute discretion, prior to receiving the Prize. 

26. The Major Prize is subject to the Prize Winner claiming the Prize by the date required by these Terms and Conditions by 

entering into the Contract with the Promoter.  

27. If a Prize is provided to the Promoter by a third party, the Prize is subject to the terms and conditions of the third party prize 

supplier and the provision of the Prize is the sole responsibility of the third party and not the Promoter. The terms and 

conditions which apply to the Prize at the time it is issued to the Prize Winner will prevail over these Terms and Conditions, 

to the extent of any inconsistency. The Promoter accepts no responsibility or liability for any delay or failure by the third 

party to deliver the Prize, any delay or failure relating to the Prize itself or failure by the third party to meet any of its 

obligations in these Terms and Conditions or otherwise. 

28. Any guarantee or warranty given is in addition to any relevant statutory guarantees and warranties and nothing in these 

Terms and Conditions restricts, excludes or modifies or purports to restrict, exclude or modify any statutory consumer rights 

under any applicable law including the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth). 

29. If for any reason any aspect of this Promotion is not capable of running as planned, including by reason of computer virus, 

communications network failure, bugs, tampering, unauthorised intervention, fraud, technical failure or any cause beyond 

the control of the Promoter, the Promoter may in its sole discretion cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the Promotion and 

invalidate any affected Entries, or suspend or modify a Prize, subject to State or Territory regulation. 

30. The Promoter reserves the right, at any time, to validate and check the authenticity of Entries and Entrants' details (including 

an Entrant’s identity, age and place of residence) and to disqualify any Entrant who submits an Entry which is not in 

accordance with these Terms and Conditions or who tampers with the entry process. In the event that a Draw Winner or 
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Prize Winner cannot provide suitable proof as required by the Promoter to validate their Entry, the Draw Winner will forfeit 

the right to enter the Prize Draw and the Prize Winner will forfeit the Prize in whole and no substitute will be offered. 

Incomplete, indecipherable, inaudible, incorrect and illegible entries, as applicable, will at the Promoter’s discretion, be 

deemed invalid and not eligible to win. Entries containing offensive or defamatory comments, or which breach any law or 

infringe any third-party rights, including intellectual property rights, are not eligible to win. The use of any automated entry 

software or any other mechanical or electronic means that allows an individual to automatically enter repeatedly is 

prohibited and may render all Entries submitted by that individual invalid. 

31. The Promoter reserves the right to disqualify Entries in the event of non-compliance with these Terms and Conditions. In the 

event that there is a dispute concerning the conduct of the Promotion or claiming a prize, the Promoter will resolve the 

dispute in direct consultation with the Entrant. If the dispute cannot be resolved, the Promoter’s decision will be final and 

binding. 

32. All risk in relation to possession, control and/or use of the Prize passes to the winning Entrant at the time the winning 

Entrant receives the Prize (subject to the terms of the Contract in the case of the Major Prize). 

33. The Promoter and its associated agencies and companies will not be liable for any loss (including, without limitation, indirect, 

special or consequential loss or loss of profits), expense, damage, personal injury or death which is suffered or sustained 

(whether or not arising from any person’s negligence or willful misconduct) in connection with this Promotion or accepting 

or using any Prize (or recommendation), except for any liability which cannot be excluded by law (in which case that liability 

is limited to the minimum allowable by law).  

34. The Draw Winner and Prize Winner will (and an Entrant may) participate in and co-operate as required with all reasonable 

marketing and editorial activities relating to the Promotion, including (but not limited to) being recorded, photographed, 

filmed or interviewed and acknowledges that the Promoter may use and publish (in perpetuity) any such marketing and 

editorial material without further reference or compensation to them. 

35. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for any tax implications and Entrants must seek their own independent legal and 

financial advice in regard to the tax implications relating to entry into the Promotion, the Prize or acceptance of the Prize. 

36. Without limiting any other provision, the Promoter will not be liable to the Prize Winner for any financial consequences 

(including but not limited to any taxation liability (such as land tax or transfer duty) and/or levy that may accrue to the Prize 

Winner, impact upon eligibility for or receipt of any pension, benefit allowance, superannuation or similar entitlement or any 

additional legal or other fees, including insurances on or after the transfer of any property) to the Prize Winner as a result of 

winning a Prize, unless expressly included in the Prize description.  

37. Any photographs, drawings or illustrations of the Lot or how the Lot could be used (for example, illustrations of 

improvements which could be constructed on the Lot) are for illustrative and indicative purposes only and anything in 

addition to the Lot in such photographs, drawings or illustrations are not included in the Major Prize.  

38. All costs that are not part of the Major Prize are the responsibility of the Prize Winner (such as the cost of rates, land tax, 

other authority fees, development costs, insurance costs and all other costs and expenses associated with the Major Prize) 

from the date of transfer of ownership of the Lot to the Prize Winner.  

39. Failure by the Promoter to enforce any of its rights at any stage does not constitute a waiver of these rights. 

40. Entrants accept the terms of the Contract by submitting an Entry into the Promotion. However, these Terms and Conditions 

is not an agreement to transfer land. The agreement to transfer land is the Contract and the transfer of the Major Prize is 

subject to the Prize Winner entering into the Contract with the Promoter, if the Prize Winner has won the Major Prize.  

41. The Entrants acknowledge that the Major Prize will not be delivered until after the Lot has been registered in the land 

registry under the terms of the Contract. The registration date is expected to be on or about October 2023 but may be 

extended by the Promoter pursuant to the terms of the Contract. If the Prize Winner wins the Major Prize, the Promoter will 

also provide the following:  

a. a current valuation of the Lot (dated within 30 days of the date of transfer of the Lot); 

b. a copy of the title search for the Lot;  

c. a certificate or letter from the local government for the area in which the Lot is located certifying:  

i. that all rates for the Lot have been paid to the transfer date; and  

ii. the purposes for which the Lot may be used; and  
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d. a certificate from the Commissioner of State Revenue appointed under the Taxation Administration Act 2001 

(Qld) certifying that there is no land tax charge on the Lot.  

42. If the Prize Winner wins the Major Prize, the Prize Winner must claim any concession it is entitled to regarding transfer duty 

on the transfer of the Lot.  

43. All amounts include GST and all values are listed in Australian currency.  

44. These Terms and Conditions supersede any prior terms and conditions for the Promotion. 

45. Definitions: 

a. ‘Cell’ means an individually numbered cell (each numbered from 1 to 1,250) on the Peet Branded Grid Wall 

which will be displayed at the Peet Flagstone Stand at the Events;  

b. ‘Contract’ means the Promoter’s standard form of contract for the sale of land in the development called 

‘Flagstone’, at Flagstone, Queensland, 4280: 

a. excluding any front landscaping package or other promotion or inclusions that is offered in the 

'Flagstone' estate; and  

b. including a separate disclosure statement and disclosure plan document required under the Land Sales 

Act 1984 (Qld),  

a copy of which may be sighted at Peet Flagstone Stand at the Events;  

c. ‘Draw Winner’s Cell Selection’ means the Draw Winner’s Entrant’s Cell Selection;  

d. ‘Entrant’s Cell Selection’ means an Entrant’s selection of a Cell for their Entry;  

e. ‘Entry’ means an Entrant’s entry into the Promotion by lodgment of an Entry Form and satisfaction of the 

Eligibility Criteria;  

f. ‘Entry Form’ means the entry form for the Promotion issued by the Promoter (which may be a digital form); 

g. 'Hive Marketing Group' means Hive Marketing Group Pty Ltd ABN 95 608 208 564;  

h. 'Loss Adjustor’ means an independent loss adjustor appointed by or on behalf of the Promotor;  

i. 'Loss Adjustor’s Cell Selection’ means the Loss Adjustor’s selection of a Cell prior to the Promotion commencing 

and which will be included in 3 separate Tamper Proof Envelopes prior to the Promotion commencing;  

j. ‘Prize’ means either the Major Prize or Consolation Prize which has been won and claimed by the eligible Prize 

Winner, as applicable;  

k. 'Prize Winner' means the Draw Winner who is the winner of the Prize; and 

l. ‘Tamper Proof Envelope’ means an envelope which is tamper proof, for example, sealed and containing the seal 

or signature of the Loss Adjustor over the sealed opening of the envelope, or other method of tamper proofing 

to the Loss Adjustor’s reasonable satisfaction.   

46. Authorised under: NSW Authority No.03035. 


